Magnolia Montessori Academy

is located in Central Lakeland, between
US 98, Edgewood Dr, & Lk Hollingsworth
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Edible School Yard Program
Organic Garden
Farm to Table
Aquaponics
Hydroponics

There is a great sense of community
within the Montessori classroom,
where children of differing ages
work together in an atmosphere
of cooperation rather than
competitiveness. There is respect
for the environment and for the
individuals within it, which comes
through experience of freedom
within the community.”
--Maria Montessori

www.magnoliamontessoriacademy.com
1540 New Jersey Rd. Lakeland, FL 33803
863-797-4991

To find out more about Montessori:
https://amshq.org/Montessori-Education/
Introduction-to-Montessori

An American Montessori Society affiliated
public charter school serving Polk County
students from Age 3 - Grade 6

What is Montessori?
Montessori method was invented
by Maria Montessori over 100 years
ago. As Italy’s first female physician,
she had the extraordinary idea of
observing children, then creating
both a method and materials around
the ways she observed the children
naturally learning.

Upper Elementary continues the
concepts learned in the Lower
Elementary. By this point, the children
have moved beyond concrete concepts,
and into abstract thinking.

Why Montessori?
Montessori accommodates differences in
abilities, interests, and rates of learning.
Lessons use all senses to incorporate all
learning styles.
Students are shown how to respect one
another’s work, and how to respectfully
disagree with peers.
We nurture self-directed learning by
teaching how to learn, and by offering
freedom of choice and movement.

Our Primary classroom is designed to
assist the child’s innate desire to absorb
knowledge and to facilitate paths of
self-discovery. Practical Life, Sensory,
Math, & Language are essential aspects
of primary education.

The most important period of
life is not the age of university
studies, but the first one, the
period from birth to the age of
six.
--Maria Montessori

How we do it.
MMA follows authentic Montessori:
With multiage groupings that foster
peer learning, uninterrupted blocks
of work time, guided choice of work
activity, and specially prepared
work environments.
Our classrooms are clean, orderly,
and materials are made accessible to
students to promote independence.
Through the use of specific materials,
the outdoors, movement, and analysis
of each child, we strive to develop
personal learning styles.

Lower Elementary children receive
lessons in small groups. The materials and
lessons support Cosmic Education, which
shows the interconnectedness between
topics, such as language, mathematics,
history, sciences, and the arts.

Montessori educators aim to develop
the Whole Child, meaning physical,
social, emotional, and cognitive development of each child are considered.
Our students are treated with the
dignity and respect we wish to see.

